
Supermarket solution
Manage your business easily

Sale receipt designPrice and discount 
management

Loyalty Program Safe storage always 
available on the cloud

Registration and 
control of the costs 
and margin by item

Scale connection Bar code and 
reference assignation

Central Management 
of different 
Sale Points

Advanced statistics Cash controlSale period control

Product creation
 by weight



Autonomous completion of purchases
• The Selfquiosk solution allows customers to complete their purchase in 

an autonomous way.

• User-friendly screen that leads all the purchasing process.

• Improves the buying experience.

• Enables to complete the purchasing process avoiding cues and the 
necessity of being attended.

• Less labour force. It can work 24h, 365 days avoiding sick leaves.

• Less checkout point space required.

• Instant cash desk closing without imbalances.

Management software
Manage your establishments with the HIOPOS Point 

Of Sale solutions, scaleable and adapted to every kind 
of business size. Cover all business needs and offer 

an integrated solution that improve the efficiency and 
optimize resources.

Increase your customer’s loyalty
Send offers and information about new products and 
services through advertising campaigns. Monitor their 
purchases to detect preferences and shopping habits, 

trends, etc.

Mix & Match Management
Increase revenues and your customer’s loyalty with points cards, 

discounts and coupons. Offer multitude of promotions to your 
customers that can be applied without intervention of the cashier.

Special discounts by item, day of the week or time range. Offers 
like 2x1, for the purchase of 2 items the second with a discount, 

20% discount on the items of one section, etc. 



Customer screen
With the POS Hiopos, use the secondary customer screen to 
display the sales receipt, advertise promotions and display 

advertising videos of products and offers. 

Sell your products by weight
Connect Hiopos with your scales and automate the 

selling of your products by weight. Configure the 
products you want to sell by weight and set a price 
for kilo so that Hiopos automatically calculates the 

price to pay.

Create and customize labels
Easily print labels for your products. With Hiopos you 
can set different printing label designs and identify 

them with your products. Automate the barcode 
creation with our auto-generation feature.

Remote control and 
centralization

Configure and manage remotely and centrally 
one or various establishments. Receive in real 

time all the sales, cash desk closings, etc. Update 
products, prices, offers remotely and control 
the stock in the warehouse. Manage also the 

purchasing orders in an easy and intuitive way.



www.hiopos.es

Distributed by

Control all warehouse 
processes

Receive the goods supplied and manage all 
warehouse processes, purchasing orders reception 

and transfers between warehouses using the 
Hiostock solution for Android mobile devices. 

Make inventories for stock control and improve the 
productivity of warehouse and logistics workers..

Cash Management
Control and safeguard cash with CashDro. Instant 

cash desk closing without imbalances, always keeps 
de cash safeguarded, prevents unknown cash losses, 
refuses fake bill notes and avoids exchange mistakes..

Centralize all the information 
and your establishments sales

Receive in real time all the sales and cash desk 
closings of each sale point. Update in a centralized 

way items, prices, user profiles...Establish offer 
strategies, promotions and customer loyalty in a 

centrally. Manage and control the sourcing logistics of 
products and raw materials form the headquarter to 

the establishments..


